CASE STUDY:
Destron Fearing

FAST FACTS
Destron Fearing, a global leader in innovative animal identification
products, has a presence in more than 40 countries. For almost
70 years, Destron Fearing products have made the lives of livestock
producers, companion animal owners, horse owners, wildlife
managers, and government agencies easier. Its radio frequency
identification products and software solutions automate critical
data collection for clients. For more information, visit
www.destronfearing.com.

Background Problem

Destron Fearing needed a solution to move an oversized piece
of equipment that was too large for a sea container. The company
contacted Packnet after hearing about them from colleagues and
after discussing needs and solutions, decided Packnet was the right
company for the job.

... PACKNET'S ON-SITE MOBILE
PACKING & CRATING SERVICES SAVES
DESTRON FEARING TIME AND MONEY
Benefits

Packnet finished the custom packaging quickly and completed
final assembly in two days. Destron Fearing’s Vice President Bill
Kemp summarized his customer experience, “We’ll call them again.
We have other equipment that needs to be crated and shipped,
and Packnet did a very nice job. There was no other way we could
have gotten this equipment safely to Europe, and we are pleased
with the results.”

The Solution

Packnet prefabricated packaging for the nearly 30,000-pound main
unit, which measured 16’ long x 9’ wide and 10’ tall, and literally
built a house around it. Other equipment went into additional
smaller crates. The crates were packed and prepared for ocean
freight using special vacuum sealing and foil barrier laminate
materials with desiccant to prevent corrosion. Cortec™VpCI-126
Blue poly material was used as well to protect the equipment.
With much thought toward design and engineering, and experience
with obtaining special permits and handling considerations at port
destinations, Packnet ensured the oversized cargo shipped
as efficiently as possible.

“Packnet did what they committed to – quoted, stayed with that, and did a very neat job.
I think we got our money’s worth.”
– Destron Fearing Vice President Bill Kemp

